Scott Sanchez

GUITAR LESSONS

Guitar Instructor

"Scott is amazing! He is
teaching my eight year old
daughter to play and he is
patient and attentive.
We are so lucky!"
-Paula B. from Holyoke,
Massachusetts

Scott Sanchez has been teaching guitar
for many years to students of all ages
and skill levels. He was a graduate
teaching assistant at Yale University
School of Music, where he received a
music scholarship in classical guitar.
He earned his Master of Music degree
from Yale University, and his Bachelor
of Music degree from the Lamont
School of Music at the University of
Denver. Since that time he has taught
music at Trinity College, Wesleyan
University and the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst. Currently,
he is head of guitar studies at Franklin
Pierce University in New Hampshire.

ENRICHMENT
THROUGH MUSIC

Scott received his Suzuki Guitar
training from the Hartt School of Music
at the University of Hartford, and has
many years experience teaching guitar
to children. In his private home studio,
he teaches children and adult students
of all skill levels.
As a concert guitarist, Scott has
performed internationally. His three cd
recordings on the Intraspect label cover
a vast range of repertoire from the
Baroque era to modern day.
Contact Information:
(413) 535-2046
Website: www.scottsanchez.com
E-mail: scottsanchez@aya.yale.edu

CHILDREN AND
ADULTS WELCOME!
SCAN THIS CODE FROM YOUR
MOBILE DEVICE FOR SCOTT'S
MOBILE APP:

SCHEDULING
INFORMATION

Lessons are conducted in a relaxed
setting in Scott's home studio in
Holyoke, Massachusetts, located close
to Route 5, and within easy access to
Interstate 91. Weekday afternoon and
evening hours available.
Lessons also available online.
For degree seeking students, Scott is
available for private lessons at Franklin
Pierce University and Baypath College.

FEE INFORMATION
Call or e-mail for more details.
DON'T FORGET TO ASK
ABOUT THE PRE-PAYMENT
DISCOUNT!

Contact Information:
(413) 535-2046
Website: www.scottsanchez.com
E-mail: scottsanchez@aya.yale.edu

TEACHING PHILOSPHY

"It is my belief that all students, regardless
of their age or level of experience, are able
to benefit from the rewarding study of
music. I enjoy teaching students of all ages
and levels from beginning to advanced. It
has been my experience that students who
get a solid technical foundation in note
reading, music theory and aural skills are
able to reach their goals in any musical
style. It is for this reason that lessons are
primarily focused on classical guitar skills,
as this skill is rewarding in and of itself,
and will also help students with all styles.
I also have a background in Pop, Rock,
and Jazz improvisation, and I have found
that a mix of musical genres can be
integrated into lessons, creating an
enriching and enjoyable experience.
Ensemble music making is a rewarding
experience for students, and much of the
focus of lessons involves playing duets
with students. I also like to create
opportunities for students to play music in
ensembles with each other.
Music is a universal language to be shared
with others, and the ultimate goal of
lessons ideally leads to performance. I
encourage students to play for family,
friends and in musical recitals. Whatever
one's musical aspirations, I look forward
to the opportunity of helping students
reach their goals."
-Scott Sanchez

TESTIMONIALS

“Scott is an amazing guitar teacher! He
has been teaching my son guitar for
several years now. He is simply brilliant.
You can tell he enjoys what he does. He
has been very professional, dedicated, and
thorough in his work. He has given my son
extra support throughout my son's lessons,
thus making him a better guitar player. I
highly recommend Scott for any guitar
instruction!”
-Deb P. from Easthampton, Massachusetts
“Scott is an excellent teacher and
wonderful guitarist. His instructions and
suggestions are very targeted and
effective. I enjoy our lessons as they are a
mix of directed, hands on training as well
as some discussion, idea sharing, and
playing. Scott is a great listener and has a
talent when it comes to finding the right
exercise, etude or piece to continuously
improve my playing.”
-David S. from Greenfield, Massachusetts
“I have studied classical guitar with Scott
for two years and he was a tactful,
focused, experienced teacher who
supported my growth with gentle guidance
and care. He supplemented my lessons
with duets, informational sheets for
teaching points and various studies to
highlight right and left hand techniques.
He knows how to zero in and help you in a
positive way. He is personable and easy to
learn with.”
-Timothy B. from Northampton,
Massachusetts

